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INT. CATHEDRAL - 1 MINUTE TO MIDNIGHT

A wedding - televised. The flash and clicks of camera are

almost deafening as they echo around the intricate arches.

Two LESBIANS stand, hand in hand, at the altar. A PRIEST

stands between them, open bible in hand, nuptializing.

EXT. CHURCH WALL - NIGHT

The tail-end of the ceremony continues on, hazily visible

through stained church glass. A NINJA, dressed entirely in

black, clings to the window. He looks to the stained glass.

It’s a rendering of Baby Jesus. He touches it gently.

NINJA

I’m sorry, Baby Jesus. I’m doing

this because I love you.

He grabs a circular glass cutter and swiftly decapitates

Baby Jesus - a la every spy movie ever. He reaches into his

pocket and pulls out a big tranquilizer gun.

Through zoom cross-hairs, we lock onto the Priest. BANG!

INT. CATHEDRAL - NIGHT

The tranq dart circles through the air, camera flashes

bouncing off it in slow-mo. Time speeds up as it crunches

into the priest’s larynx. The room goes silent.

PRIEST

Fuck.

The congregation erupts. Priest pulls the dart out of his

neck, looks down at it. In block letters it reads - ’NSA’.

The Priest furrows his brow. He flips it - it continues on

to read ’Ninja Straight Alliance’, with linked ninja

throwing stars in the shape of the male and female gender

symbols.

PRIEST

I should have listened to the book.

The Priest crumples as gays and media alike flip out.
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EXT. CATHEDRAL GROUNDS - NIGHT

Camera POV on a news reporter - Pride badge on her blazer.

REPORTER

I’m outside the Sacred Cathedral

for Leviticus Deniers - this

Melbourne church and part-time

seafood bistro is holding the very

first same-sex marriage in

Australia, as last year’s referend-

She holds her hand to her earpiece. Her eyes widen.

REPORTER

In breaking news, the priest

officiating the marriage has died..

A realisation hits her. She locks eyes with the camera.

REPORTER

And... and now... one of the most

important marriages in Australia’s

history is up for grabs. Fuck.

Behind her, Str8 Ninja passes by doing the Naruto run.

INT. JEREMIAH’S BEDROOM - MORNING

A stirring of movement under a doona. A head sticks out.

JEREMIAH, 28. He looks ’close to death’ hungover. Twisting

his head around, he sees LEE, 27, standing at the other end

of the room, brushing his teeth. Also hungover.

JEREMIAH

Is that my toothbrush?

LEE

Sorry! Had to do a tactical

yaktical in your loo when I woke.

Didn’t know you had tequila. Wish I

had, I ate loads before I got

here... And I mean loads as in

quantity. Lots of. I didn’t... eat

someone else’s load before I...

There’s an awkward silence. Jeremiah extends his hand.

JEREMIAH

Jeremiah.

(CONTINUED)
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LEE

Lee. I’ll leave now.

JEREMIAH

A perceptive choice.

INT. JEREMIAH’S APARTMENT - MORNING

Jeremiah leads a very awkward Lee to the door.

LEE

Uh, do you... need my number or-

JEREMIAH

I’m fine. Thanks.

LEE

Sure... Thanks for the toothbrush.

He’s holds up the toothbrush in a Glad ziplock bag.

JEREMIAH

I’ve got intimacy issues.

Jeremiahs opens the door - and unleashes bedlam. Paparazzi

surge forward, cameras flashing and unintelligible shouting.

Jeremiah slams the door. The door is amazingly soundproof.

LEE

Do not tell me I slept with a

famous guy. Are you the gay Wiggle?

JEREMIAH

What... happened last night?

ELVIS PRESLEY

I think I can answer that.

The couple jump out of their skins. It’s ELVIS - a pudgy,

effeminate impersonator dressed in iconic white jumpsuit.

Elvis hands them his card - ’Gay Elvis: Marriage Celebrant’.

JEREMIAH

Marriage Celeb... fuck.

LEE

Marriage Celebra... yikes.

FLASHBACK: THE NIGHT BEFORE

Jeremiah, downing straight tequila, scrolls through Grindr.

As he’s scrolling, a pop-up appears on his screen.

’ANNOUNCEMENT: To celebrate Marriage Equality, Grindr is

sending marriage celebrants to lucky lads - Click here’.

(CONTINUED)
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END FLASHBACK

LEE

So they’re here because...

ELVIS PRESLEY

I’m the first Elvis impersonator to

preside over a gay marriage in Oz.

Elvis hip thrusts to the door, opens it to ravenous press.

ELVIS PRESLEY

Thank you, thank you very much.

Gay-vis has left the building and

the closet - lets get drunk!

Continuing into the mass, we see his white jumpsuit is

assless. In the frenzy, two suited officials, DIANE and

KEVIN, sneak in, closing the door. They’re wearing lanyards.

The pair fight with each other, siblings trying to be first.

KEVIN

Kevin Voss, Head of PR for the

Marriage Equality Lobby.

DIANE

Diane Smith, Head of PR for Grindr.

LEE

No. No, this is WAY too much. I

can’t... Annulments are a thing!

Rosschel almost got one in Friends.

DIANE

I’m gonna need you to stay

married.

KEVIN

I’m gonna need you to stay

married.

JEREMIAH

I can’t be married - not to him. I

wouldn’t just fuck someone, not if

I actually wanted to be with them.

Lee surprises himself with how much this hurts.

KEVIN

I know this might not be what you

scrapbooked as a little gay, but

the country is waiting for same-sex

marriage to prove gays shouldn’t

get married. And, no offence...

(CONTINUED)
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DIANE

But this? Definitely a bad look.

Jeremiah turns on his heels to face Diane.

JEREMIAH

Why’d Grindr even offer marriages

to anonymous hookups?

DIANE

We wanted to make our platform seem

more family friendly.

LEE

My cousin is on Grindr. He’s sent

me some images which were... much,

much too family friendly.

JEREMIAH

Say... we do agree to postpone a

divorce - theoretically...

KEVIN

For the good of the LGBT

community.

DIANE

For the good of anonymous

fucking.

JEREMIAH

Theoretically ...how long?

DIANE

Well, now that same-sex marriage

has been legalised, the first

interspecies marriage is scheduled

for three months from now. That

should take the heat off you.

LEE

3 months? It is a slippery slope.

JEREMIAH

Three months!?! No, no way.

Kevin picks up a TV remote and turns on the TV. There’s a

BIGOTED TWAT, with buttons done up to the top, ranting.

BIGOTED TWAT (V.O.)

LGBTs, or "leg-bots", are like

magnets. They repel... Wait, no...

Legbots are like cobras that-

Kevin turns the TV off.

(CONTINUED)
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KEVIN

I’ve lobbyed for gay marriage half

my life. I plan on getting gay

married, eventually. Finally,

finally we get it through and...

LEE

And you get us.

KEVIN

Look. I don’t care that you wanted

to have anonymous sex, or that you

don’t even love each other. I just

care whether the world knows that.

I care whether you prove everything

they say about us right.

DIANE

And Grindr will pay you.

JEREMIAH

(with zero delay)

Deal.

Diane reaches into her handbag and pulls out a T-shirt. It’s

a picture of Cupid - in a leather harness.

DIANE

Grindr Love Stories are great

publicity. I mean, we’re the go to

app for fucking, but we feel that’s

a very limiting narrative. People

love romance. People buy romance.

LEE

Romance where the people actually

like each other, maybe.

DIANE

In good romances they never like

eachother in Act 1. They earn it.

Jeremiah turns, meets Lee’s eyes. Lee drops his gaze. Kevin

puts his hand forward, a la Mighty Ducks - ’We in?’

INT. LIMO - DAY

Lee and Jeremiah sit in the back of a limo, not talking.

They’re both wearing suits. It’s tense. Lee smiles uneasily.

LEE

Is your ring too tight? My ring is.

Jeremiah looks down at the slim, silver ring on his finger.

(CONTINUED)
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JEREMIAH

Mine’s a bit loose... Swap?

Lee struggles his ring off, throws it to his husband.

Gently, Jeremiah takes Lee’s hand and slides his ring on.

Lee blushes and, after a moment, goes in for a kiss.

JEREMIAH

Uh. When no one’s watching we don’t

need to pretend to like eachother.

LEE

Oh. Oh, of course. Sweet.

Lee gulps. That caught him off guard - and cut him deep.

EXT. RALLY PODIUM - DAY

The pair exit the limo holding hands. They work their way

through media crowds, dodging cameras and questions. They

walk up to a rainbow-bannered podium, mic at-the-ready.

JEREMIAH

Firstly I’d like to thank Coca

Cola, and their subsidiary Grindr,

for making today’s event possible.

Diane, wearing the Gay Cupid shirt, screams in the crowd.

Behind her we see Lesbian 1, from before, looking disgusted.

LESBIAN 1

Their brand sponsor is Grindr? This

is why we should have been the

first marriage. Gay men are always

such gross stereotypes.

Pan out to reveal Lesbian 2, coddling a cat in a flannel

blankie, feeding it with a bottle like an infant.

LESBIAN 2

Oh, I know. So on the nose.

LESBIAN 1

I’m gonna go get popcorn.

Lesbian 1 leaves. We stay on Lesbian 2 and the cat. Beat.

The cat meows.

LESBIAN 2

I know. Don’t worry, not much

longer. Just three more months.

(CONTINUED)
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Back on the podium, we see Jeremiah fielding a question. Lee

has taken a backseat. He’s sullen. He’s hurt.

JEREMIAH

...and that’s what poppers are-

REPORTER

I’m sorry. Are we going to hear

from your husband at all today?

Jeremiah looks over his shoulder at Lee. He’s the picture of

an unhappy spouse. Jeremiah walks over, whispering at him.

JEREMIAH

What’s wrong? We need to sell this.

LEE

How? You don’t even like me.

JEREMIAH

Fine. Yes, that’s right. But...

Jeremiah looks to the reporter - judgemental pencil poised.

JEREMIAH

(loudly)

But I do love you!

In an over-the-top flourish, Jeremiah kisses Lee deeply.

They part lips slowly, lingering in the moment.

JEREMIAH

(sotto voce)

Look. Gays have been in sham

marriages for centuries. I don’t...

I don’t like this situation. I

don’t necessarily like you. But...

I do like being fake married to you

more than being fake married to a

woman. Is that enough?

Lee stares at Jeremiah’s blushing face.

LEE

It’s enough for Act 1.


